[Modern magnetic resonance procedures for assessing tumor response].
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a mainstay in oncological imaging with respect to tumor detection, characterization and treatment monitoring. Besides quantifying metric changes of tumor tissue, a wide range of different other surrogate parameters of therapy response can be imaged and quantified by MRI. Early monitoring of treatment success is critical both for medical and economical reasons specifically with more expensive target-specific drugs entering the clinical arena. Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) and steady state MRI can help to assess tumor perfusion and vessel permeability. The cellular state of tissue can be measured by diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and metabolic changes can be monitored by MR spectroscopy (MRS). New target-specific contrast agents potentially allow selective imaging of apoptotic events.This review aims to give a brief overview of new MR-based imaging approaches to assess tumor response to new target-specific therapy regimes, with special emphasis on anti-angiogenic and antivascular treatment effects.